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Depth-averaged Lattice Boltzmann and Finite Element methods for1

single-phase flows in fractures with obstacles2
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3

aComputational Geology Laboratory, Polish Geological Institute – National Research Institute, Wrocław, Poland4
bPhysics of Geological Processes, University of Oslo, Norway5

Abstract6

We use Lattice Boltzman Method (LBM) MRT and Cumulant schemes to study the performance
and accuracy of single-phase flow modeling for propped fractures. The simulations are run using
both the two- and three-dimensional Stokes equations, and a 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman approximate
model. The LBM results are validated against Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations and
an analytical solution to the Stokes-Brinkman flow around an isolated circular obstacle. Both
LBM and FEM 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman models are able to reproduce the analytical solution
for an isolated circular obstacle. In the case of 2D Stokes and 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman models,
the differences between the extrapolated fracture permeabilities obtained with LBM and FEM
simulations for fractures with multiple obstacles are below 1%. The differences between the
fracture permeabilities computed using 3D Stokes LBM and FEM simulations are below 8% .
The differences between the 3D Stokes and 2.5 Stokes-Brinkman results are less than 7% for
FEM study, and 8% for the LBM case. The velocity perturbations that are introduced around
the obstacles are not fully captured by the parabolic velocity profile inherent to the 2.5D Stokes-
Brinkman model.

Keywords: FEM, LBM, fracture flow, Brinkman approximation7

1. Introduction8

Hydraulic fracturing is widely used in oil & gas industry to improve hydrocarbons extrac-9

tion from low-permeability matrix rocks such as shales [1]. It is also practiced to enhance heat10

extraction from sedimentary [2] and crystalline rocks [3]. Propping agents such as sand grains11

are injected into hydraulic fractures to counteract the mechanical operation of high wall pres-12

sures, which tend to reduce fracture aperture. The achieved distribution of proppant grains13

may have a large impact on the technological flows, which control transport processes in the14

hydraulic fractures and determine the exchange surface between the fracture network and the15

surrounding, low-permeability rock matrix. Fracture wall asperities play the role of proppant16

grains and maintain the aperture in natural rock fractures, which are dominant fluid pathways17

at great depths. The complex flow phenomena in propped fractures and their effective transport18

properties have been extensively investigated using lab experiments [4, 5], field observations [6],19

and numerical simulations [4]. Flow through apertures with cylindrical obstacles is also relevant20

to engineering applications such as micropillar arrays of cylinders used in Lab-on-a-chip systems21

for high performance liquid chromatography [7].22
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The Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) is a weakly-compressible numerical method con-23

ceptually based on statistical thermodynamics and Boltzmann equation. The method is most24

commonly used to solve the Navier-Stokes equation, but it was successfully applied to problems25

that range from the Poisson or Poison-Boltzmann equations [8, 9], through the Nerst-Planck [10]26

to plain convection equations [11]. The performance of LBM for incompressible flows range from27

proper path to approach low Mach number limit [12], development of general [13] and axisym-28

metric[14] schemes specifically for incompressible flows, and investigation of numerical techniques29

meant to avoid truncation error accumulation [15]. This work is concentrated on structured grid30

based LBM, but flow properties of random domains were also investigated using an unstructured31

grid variant of the method [16].32

LBM is a relatively new method [17, 18, 19] and attracts an increasing amount of attention,33

which has lead to its rapid development in recent years. In Earth Sciences Lattice Boltzmann34

Method has been used used in permeability calculation, for both single and multiple phase35

problems. The method itself historically orgins from cellular automaton fluid models (lattice36

automata, LCGA models [20]). Robustness of the lattice-based models for permeability com-37

putations was foreseen in the method early days [21]. Evolution of the modern formulation of38

the LBM [22, 23] led to permeability studies of random medium [24], including natural one [25].39

Recent studies includes digital rock physics benchmarking study[26], where 3D tomography im-40

ages where used to estimate permeability using LBM, among other rock properties calculated41

by using other methods. Porous media flows in general (especially multiphase or multiphysics42

cases) are one of the application areas that is often listed as well suited for LBM [27]. Prediction43

of pressure drop in such domains for various regimes were studied in a number of papers, includ-44

ing detailed experimental verifications using water tunnel and 𝜇-CT imaging [28]. Numerical45

investigation employing Lattice Boltzmann Method include, but are not limited to, artificially46

generated fibrous geometry [29], nanoscale simulations [30, 31] in low Knudsen number regime,47

investigations of scanned and generated geometries [32, 28, 33].48

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a well established numerical method for discretizing the49

weak integral formulation of partial differential equations. The method was originally developed50

for complex engineering problems of engineering applications in structural analysis, but it has51

been extended to a wide range of problems of mathematical physics. Using FEM for the incom-52

pressible Stokes problem requires some tailored approaches such as the mixed formulation [34]53

and dedicated solution schemes [35]. In Earth Sciences, FEM has been extensively used to study54

various deformation problems in heterogeneous media such as rock folding [36, 37, 38], earth55

mantle convection [39, 40], shear zone dynamics [41, 42], and particle suspension flows [43, 44].56

FEM simulations have been also developed for purely hydrodynamic problems in geology. Most57

simulations are performed in the framework of upscaled, Darcy-type models for problems such as58

groundwater flow [45, 46], fracture and fracture network flow [47], multiphase flow in fractured59

porous media [48, 49], thermal and thermohaline convection in porous media [50, 51, 52, 53], and60

hydrocarbon migration [54, 55, 56]. With the advent of computer power and numerical method61

development, direct numerical simulations of single- and multiphase flow problems in fractures62

[57], porous matrix [58, 59, 60], and dual-porosity media such as karst reservoirs [61, 62], arise63

nowadays.64

Direct numerical simulations of three dimensional fluid flows are computationally expensive65

and reduced-order, 2.5D numerical models have been proposed for flow through thin, plane-66

walled domains. Holme and Rothman [63] presented a LBM study of miscible two-phase flows67

in a Hele-Shaw cell, including the effects of viscous drag due to the no-slip boundary conditions68

at the plates. Flekkøy et al. [64] used a LBM model for the flow and tracer transport in the69

central layer of a Hele-Shaw cell. The viscous drag effect was included by using a two-dimensional70

Brinkman-type equation for the mid-plane velocity, which was derived by assuming a parabolic71
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velocity profile across the cell. Using an analytical solution for a rectangular channel as a72

benchmark, the error due to the approximation was estimated at less than 10% and the authors73

claimed that the simulations are expected to overestimate viscous drag close to the sidewalls.74

Clague et al. [65] used a three-dimensional LBM to study hydraulic permeability of bounded and75

unbounded fibrous media, with either ordered and disordered structure. The numerical results76

for the bounded disordered media were shown to be in a good agreement with the theoretical77

predicitions of Tsay and Weinbaum [66], who developed an effective medium approach to the78

problem based on a Brinkman-type equation derived by an in-plane rather than depth averaging.79

Depth-averaging is often used to tread viscous coupling due to the plates in analytical studies80

of the flow in Hele-Shaw cells. For example, Fernandez et al. [67] presented a linear stability81

analysis of viscous fingering inside the Hele-Shaw cell based on an approximate two-dimensional82

Brinkman equation for the depth-averaged velocity. An LBM approach to viscous fingering in83

Hele-Shaw cells based on depth-averaging was used by Grosfils et al. [68]. Venturoli and Boek [69]84

used the same method in LBM simulations to analyze single phase flow in pseudo-2D capillary85

network models. Single and multiphase flow properties of realistic rock geometries were studied86

in another work of Boek and Venturoli [32]. Works by Hale et al. [7] and other by Hong et al. [70]87

are dedicated to multiphase flow in Hele-Shaw cell, mainly capillary action for thin domain with88

boundaries. The depth-averaged Stokes-Brinkman equation was used by Horgue et al. [71] and89

compared with experimental results for two-phase flows in the domain with cylindrical obstacles.90

Nagel et al. [72] used Boundary Element Method to solve the 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman model for91

a deformable droplet in a microfluidic flow in shallow channel. Laleian et al. [73] studied the92

accuracy of the depth-averaged 2.5D model for microfluidic devices with variable aperture. The93

computational speedup up to 40 times with respect to 3D simulations was reported along with94

an accuracy of 10% in terms of permeability.95

In the present work, we introduce a 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman fracture flow model into MILAMIN96

[74], a FEM-based incompressible Stokes solver programmed in MATLAB, and TCLB [75, 76],97

a Lattice Boltzmann method based CUDA GPU code for Navier-Stokes problems. The 2.5D98

codes were validated against an analytical solution for the Stokes-Brinkman flow around a single99

circular obstacle and cross-checked against each other for systems with multiple obstacles. Fully100

resolved solutions were also obtained using the 3D variants of the two codes and we present a101

systematic comparison between the fully resolved 3D and the reduced 2.5D solutions to evaluate102

the accuracy and robustness of the approximate 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman fracture flow model.103

1.1. Problem statement104

1.1.1. Geometric model and boundary conditions105

We use randomly placed cylinders as a simplified geometric model of a propped fracture (fig.106

1). During the hydraulic fracturing process high fluid pressure keeps fracture open, allowing for107

proppant grains to be carried by the fracturing fluid (“initial state” in fig. 1). When the process108

is finished and pressure is released, fracture closes, and grains embed partially into rock matrix109

(“under closing pressure” in fig. 1). Finally, we assume that after embedment, grains appear110

cylindrical within the final fracture aperture after embedment111

A sketch of the computational geometry is presented in fig. 2 (sketch in the middle). The112

cylinders are monodisperse and their positions are generated using the Random Sequential Ad-113

sorption [77], an algorithm for generating random packings of non-overlaping discs. The maximal114

packing fraction that can be generated using the RSA algorithm is 𝜑 = 0.547±0.002 [77]. We use115

our own RSA implementation, which can support both periodic and non-periodic domains. In116

some tests, we run flow simulations for randomly placed squares. The no slip boundary condition117

is used at the rims of the inclusions.118
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The fluid flow is single-phase and it is forced in 𝑥+ direction using either a pressure difference119

Δ𝑝 imposed on domain boundaries or a uniform mass force 𝐺 (gravitational). For the pressure120

difference loading, the free slip (symmetry boundary in LBM) is set at the 𝑦 direction boundaries,121

and traction boundary condition (with imposed pressure) at the inlet and outlet boundaries (𝑥122

direction) according to the prescribed pressure gradient. In the case of gravitational forcing,123

the velocity vectors are set periodic at the corresponding bottom-top and left-right boundaries.124

The 3D simulations are only performed for the pressure difference forcing. The no-slip boundary125

condition at the fracture walls (𝑧 direction) is directly enforced in 3D models and implicitly126

incorporated into the 2.5D models. In this study we are concentrated on incompressible Stokes127

flow through the thin gap with obstacles. Different aspects of porous media flow in general, such128

as finite Knudsen number effect consideration are not subject of this study. Reader interested in129

such effect could find them in dedicated papers [78].130

Figure 1: A simplified geometric model of the evolution of a propped fracture geometry.
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Figure 2: A) 3D unstructured mesh used in FEM simulations is shown.
B) Sketch of the geometrical model of the problem. The symbol ℎ denotes fracture aperture and 𝐿 denotes the
edge length of the square domain.
C) Sketch of the LBM computational lattice is documented. Black circle represents an obstacle boundary.

1.1.2. Computational meshes in LBM and FEM simulations131

Throughout the paper LBM refers to Lattice Boltzmann Method computations performed132

with TCLB code [75, 76] and FEM refers to computations performed with the MILAMIN Finite133

Element Method code [74]. The LBM simulations were carried out on structured grids with a134

uniform grid spacing Δ𝑥 = 𝐿/𝑁𝑋, where 𝑁𝑋 is the number of grid cells and 𝐿 denotes the edge135

length of the square domain. The FEM simulations were carried using unstructured meshes,136

andΔ𝑥 is defined as:137

Δ𝑥 = 𝑃𝑝/𝑁𝑝 , (1)
where 𝑃𝑝 is the inclusion perimeter and 𝑁𝑅 denotes the number of mesh segments along the138

inclusion perimeter. Sketch of the domain, and examples of tetrahedral mesh and uniform lattice139

used in computations are presented in fig. 2.140

In LBM simulations, the model geometry is represented using a binary mask. We use the141

bounce-back boundary scheme to simulate no slip boundary schemes at the rims of the inclusions.142

The representation of the curvilinear boundaries of the inclusions could be improved by using143

other boundary schemes. However, the more accurate interpolation-based boundary conditions144

may be non-conservative, which could have detrimental effects in the studies of effective fracture145

permeability.146

The binary representation of an arbitrary placed circle on a Cartesian grid is inherently147

inaccurate. The perimeter of a discretized circle is always equal to 4𝑑 and the convergence148

of the area is not monotonic with increasing 𝑁𝑋. These effects should be taken into account149

when considering properties that are strongly dependent on area or perimeter, especially when150

comparing solutions from simple bounce-back LBM simulations on structured grids and other151

numerical methods such as FEM on unstructured, body-fitting meshes. The introduced area152

representation error is typically small, but it may be a source of high area fraction errors if153

rounding of the positions and diameters is performed prior to marking cells that are inside154

each circle. On the other hand, if every discrete circle is masked using the actual floating point155

representations of the center location and diameter, the net area fraction error is greatly reduced.156
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In our FEM simulations, we use either triangular or tetrahedral unstructured computational157

meshes fitting the rims of the inclusions. For 2D problems, we use Triangle mesh generator158

developed by J.R. Shewchuk [79] to obtain body-fitting triangular meshes. In 3D simulations,159

we use TetGen mesh generator developed by H. Si [80], which is capable of generating body-160

fitting tetrahedral meshes for complex 3D input domains. Both mesh generators produce high-161

quality meshes with an imposed limit on the minimum angle and are thus suitable for FEM162

computations. We use mtriangle and mtetgen routines from the MUTILS package [81] to facilitate163

data exchange between the mesh generators and MATLAB. To obtain mesh periodicity in both164

𝑥 and 𝑦 directions, which is needed to impose periodic boundary conditions in our 2D FEM165

simulations, the periodic domain with inclusions is replicated, an auxiliary mesh is generated166

and the periodic boundary is set by searching for the shortest paths on the mesh segments167

between the neighboring corners of a unit cell.168

1.2. Numerical flow solvers169

Numerical simulations were carried out using self-tailored variants of the open source pack-170

ages: TCLB (github.com/CFD-GO/TCLB)[75] and MILAMIN (www.milamin.org)[82]. The171

former is a Lattice Boltzmann package that uses CUDA technology to handle massively parallel172

computations on multiple GPUs and the latter package is a Matlab implementation of a FEM173

based incompressible Stokes solver for desktop computers and SMP machines.174

1.2.1. Lattice Boltzmann Method Navier-Stokes solver TCLB175

The Lattice Boltzmann Method is a cellular automaton based method for solving the Navier-176

Stokes equations. The method is derived from the Boltzmann equation, which governs the177

evolution of the particle distribution function in rarefied gases. In LBM, the original system of178

integro-differential Boltzmann equations is discretized in the phase space and supplemented by179

assumptions related to the collision integrals such as the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook collision ap-180

proximation (BGK) [83], and it converges to Navier-Stokes system in the limit of small Knudsen181

number (a detailed discussion of Boltzmann equation in the context of LBM and the Lattice182

Boltzmann method itself can be found in [27, 84]). It was also demonstrated that both widely183

used method variants: single and multiple relaxation methods[85], can converge to the the solu-184

tion of incompressible Navier-Stokes equation [12] in the limits of vanishing Mach number and185

finite Reynolds number. To avoid issues related to higher Knudsen numbers, in all simulations186

numerical Knudsen number was187

𝐾 ≈ 𝑀𝑎
𝑅𝑒

= 𝜈
𝑐 𝐿

< 0.06

with numerical 𝑅𝑒 = 7 − 40 and 𝑀𝑎 < 0.05. LBM iteration scheme is explicit and the update188

rule is traditionally stated in terms of collision and streaming operations189

𝑓𝑗(x + e𝑗, 𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝑓𝑗(x, 𝑡) + Ω𝑗 + Δ𝑓𝑗 (2)

where x is the position of a grid point, e𝑗 denotes the vector pointing from the lattice grid point190

to its 𝑗th neighbor (only nearest neighbors are considered here; the reader is referred to [27] for191

a description of different elements and lattice types in LBM ), 𝑡 is a discrete time, and 𝑓𝑗 is the192

probability density associated with the 𝑗th velocity from the discrete set c𝑗 = e𝑗/Δ𝑡. The term193

Ω𝑗 denotes the collision operator. The LBM method is unsteady by its nature, but attempts were194

also made to avoid explicit time marching in the LBM schemes to obtain steady state solution.195

For example a matrix formulation presented by Bernashi et al. [86] where preconditioned iterative196

solvers are used to obtain steady state solution. Similar approach was also employed earlier in197

the Stokes regime [87].198
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The BGK approximation simplifies the collision operator to linear relaxation199

Ω𝑗 = 𝜔(𝑓𝑗 − 𝑓𝑒𝑞
𝑗 ) (3)

where 𝑓𝑒𝑞
𝑗 stands for the equilibrium distribution function and 1/𝜔 is a relaxation time. Direct200

implementation of the (3) is called Single Relaxation Time and it is presented here only for201

reference. We choose the more stable Multiple Relaxation Time (MRT) [85] approach and202

recently developed Cumulant scheme [88](C) collision operators1. In both MRT and C methods,203

the advection (streaming) part of equation (2) is performed with the probability densities 𝑓𝑖,204

while the collision step is performed using some other variables. In the MRT variant of the205

LBM, the collision operator Ω𝑖 is transformed to perform the relaxation step in the moments206

space. The transformed collision operator can be written as207

Ω𝑗 = (𝑀−1)
𝑖𝑗

[𝜔𝑖(𝑀𝑖𝑗𝑓𝑗 − 𝑚𝑒𝑞
𝑖 )]

where 𝑀𝑖𝑗 is the transformation matrix, and 𝑚𝑗 is 𝑗-th moment (usually the first moments are208

macroscopic quantities such as momentum and density). For 2D simulation, we use209

𝑀𝑖𝑗 =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 −1 0 1 −1 −1 1
0 0 1 0 −1 1 1 −1 −1

−1 2 −1 2 −1 2 2 2 2
−1 −1 2 −1 2 2 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 3 −3 3 −3
0 0 −1 0 1 2 2 −2 −2
0 −1 0 1 0 2 −2 −2 2
1 −2 −2 −2 −2 4 4 4 4

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, 𝜔𝑗 =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0
0
0
𝑠2
𝑠2
𝑠2
𝑠3
𝑠3
𝑠4

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

where 𝑠2 = 1/ (3𝜈 + 1
2 ), 𝑠3 = 1 1

3 and 𝑠4 = 0. In the Cumulant approach by Geier et al. [88], the210

moments are further transformed non-linearly to cumulants.211

The term Δ𝑓𝑗 corresponds to the body force. In the case of the MRT collision operator, the212

Exact Difference Method term [89, 90] was implemented:213

Δ𝑓𝑗 = 𝑓𝑒𝑞(𝜌,u) − 𝑓𝑒𝑞(𝜌,u + F

𝜌
)

where F denotes the body force (i.e. gravity). Similar approach (with u + F
𝜌 used in collision214

operator directly, the “equilibrium shift” method) is often used in multiphase simulations [91, 92].215

Macroscopic properties of the fluid, density 𝜌 and velocity u, can be determined from:216

𝜌 = ∑ 𝑓𝑗

𝜌u = ∑ e𝑗𝑓𝑗 − F
Δ𝑡
2

where the summation is taken over all discrete directions (nine for the D2Q9 element, nineteen217

for the D3Q19 element, see [27] for details). Implementation of the Cumulant collision operator218

1Numerical code TCLB used in this paper is publicly available at https://github.com/CFD-GO/TCLB . Both
MRT and Cumulant models implementations are available
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follows a similar approach, but dedicated to the Cumulant relaxation scheme [88]. For the cases219

involving inlet/outlet boundary conditions instead of gravitational forcing, we choose scheme220

proposed by Zou-He [93].221

The LBM in a transient solver by nature and a steady state solution needs to be reached222

before the flow properties can be evaluated. For most cases we have performed at least 𝑁𝑡/𝑁𝑥 =223

400 iterations and ensured afterwards that observed parameters reached equilibrium. The only224

exceptions where 3D ones, where 𝑁𝑡/𝑁𝑥 = 100.225

1.2.2. Finite Element Method Stokes solver MILAMIN226

MILAMIN [74] is an efficient, FEM-based incompressible Stokes solver programmed in MAT-227

LAB for large 2D problems on unstructured computational meshes. The code is based on the228

mixed formulation of FEM and the computations are performed using the LBB-stable Crouzeix-229

Raviart seven-node triangular element with a conforming, quadratic velocity space enriched with230

a bubble shape function and a linear discontinuous pressure. The FEM discretization of the in-231

compressible Stokes problem in MILAMIN results in an indefinite, symmetric system of linear232

equations:233

( 𝐴 + 𝜅𝐵𝑇𝑀−1𝐵 𝐵𝑇

𝐵 0 ) ( 𝑣
𝑝 ) = ( 𝑓

𝑔 ) (4)

where 𝑣 and 𝑝 denote correspondingly the discrete velocity and pressure, 𝐴 is the stiffness matrix,234

𝐵 is the discrete divergence operator, 𝑓 and 𝑔 are the rigth-hand side terms taking into account235

both the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. Symbol 𝜅 stands for the penalty factor in236

front of the 𝐵𝑇𝑀−1𝐵 term due to the augmented Lagrangian method, in which 𝑀 denotes the237

pressure mass matrix. By performing a block Gaussian elimination of 4, a symmetric, positive-238

definite pressure Schur complement arises:239

𝐵 (𝐴 + 𝜅𝐵𝑇𝑀−1𝐵)−1 𝐵𝑇𝑝 = 𝐵 (𝐴 + 𝜅𝐵𝑇𝑀−1𝐵)−1 𝑓 − 𝑔 (5)

In the original MILAMIN code, steepest descent iterations were run on the pressure Schur com-240

plement 5 to obtain the pressure field in the incompressible limit (the so-called Powell-Hestenes241

iterations). For a discontinuous pressure space, the inverse of the pressure mass matrix 𝑀−1 can242

be computed on the element level. Thus, the inner matrix 𝐴 + 𝜅𝐵𝑇𝑀−1𝐵 remains sparse and243

it can be formed explicitly (the so-called static condensation). On the other hand, the pressure244

Schur complement is not computed explicitly. The inner matrix is symmetric and positive-definite245

and its Cholesky factor is computed and stored prior to pressure iterations. The forward and246

backward substitutions are applied to the factor to find the action of the inverse of the inner ma-247

trix during the iterations. In some later application of the MILAMIN code, the steepest descent248

iterations were replaced by conjugate gradient iterations preconditioned with the pressure mass249

matrix. The condition number of the outer system can be improved by increasing the penalty250

factor 𝜅, which results in a decreased number of conjugate gradient iterations. However, too high251

penalty factor can result in an ill-conditioning of the inner system and, although the Cholesky252

factorization is a highly robust algorithm, numerical problems may arise for large systems. We253

use 𝜅 = 1000 in most of the FEM simulations in this paper. Once the pressure is found, the254

velocity field can be recovered by computing255

𝑣 = (𝐴 + 𝜅𝐵𝑇𝑀−1𝐵) (𝑓 − 𝐵𝑇𝑝) (6)

The Cholesky factorization exhibits a non-linear scaling with increasing the number of degrees of256

freedom, both in terms of storage and computations. However, the nonlinearity is rather mod-257

erate in the case of 2D problems and, if an appropriate fill-in reducing reordering of the matrix258
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is used, the approach can be successfully used for systems up to several dozens of millions of259

degrees of freedom. Due to a higher nodal connectivity, the nonlinear scaling of the operations is260

much more severe for 3D problems and, despite highly efficient, multi-threaded implementations261

of the Cholesky factorization, the approach is impractical for 3D problems exceeding a few hun-262

dred thousand of degrees of freedom. Instead, we use the minimal residual (minres) iterations263

directly on the indefinite system (5) with 𝜅 set to 0 or a small value. The minres iterations are264

preconditioned by either a simple Jacobi or a two-level BPX type of preconditioner for the 𝐴265

block and the pressure mass matrix for the remaining part. The heavy sparse matrix vector mul-266

tiplications during the iterations are performed with a NUMA-aware routine from the MUTILS267

package [94], which ensures both a tailored blocked storage of the symmetric sparse matrix (only268

the lower part is stored) and an almost optimal memory bandwidth during the computations.269

1.3. Numerical accuracy of the TCLB and MILAMIN Stokes solvers in 2D and 3D270

We study the numerical performance of the TCLB and MILAMIN solvers for an incompress-271

ible Stokes flow between cylindrical obstacles in 2D and in the complex aperture space of 3D272

synthetic analogous of the propped fractures. We focus our tests on the accuracy and conver-273

gence of the effective fracture permeability as a function of numerical resolution. The convergence274

and accuracy of the LBM solutions is also influenced by the accuracy of the geometrical repre-275

sentation of circular inclusions on a structured grid and the method used to impose boundary276

conditions. The performance of the MRT and Cumulant collision schemes is studied in the limit277

of incompressible flow (𝑀𝑎 → 0) and in the Stokes flow limit (𝑅𝑒 → 0). The pseudo-time itera-278

tions are run to achieve the steady state solution. We run systematic FEM simulations to obtain279

independent results directly in the Stokes limit, check the convergence and validate the LBM280

and FEM results against each other. Selected results for the extrapolated effective permeability281

are summarized in table 1.282

Name # of. incl. frac. 𝐻/𝑅 pe
r. forcing 𝐿/𝑅 𝐾∞/𝑅2 ⋅ 103

Periodic domain, 2D model

1
2D, G, MRT, periodic, n100

100 0.45 - Y 𝐺 26.46
19.475

2D, G, C, periodic, n100 19.55
2D, G, FEM, periodic, n100 19.462

Periodic domain, 2D model, rectangular obstacles

2 2D, G, MRT, periodic, n100,R 100 0.14 - Y 𝐺 21.33 62.4
2D, G, FEM, periodic, n100,R 63.5

Non-periodic domain, 2D & 3D model

3
2D, MRT, nonperiodic, n128

128 0.5
-

N Δ𝑃 28.33

5.832
2D, C, nonperiodic, n128 5.843

2D, FEM, nonperiodic, n128 5.78

6 3D, C, nonperiodic, n128 0.567 2.15
3D, FEM, nonperiodic, n128 2.31

Table 1: A comparison of the extrapolated effective permeability obtained with LBM and FEM for various model
geometries and loading scenarios. “C” refers to solutions obtained using Cumulant LBM variant, “MRT” denotes
Multiple Relaxation Time variant of LBM, see 1.2.1. “FEM” refers to results obtained using finite element
approach. “G” are cases driven by gravity acceleration and “R” are cases with rectangular obstacles( where 𝐿/𝑅
is equal to 𝐿/𝑎, where 𝑎 is a square edge length).
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1.3.1. TCLB283

For each numerical resolution Δ𝑥, the effective permeability 𝐾 was evaluated by averaging284

the net flow discharges in constant 𝑥 cross-sections, which were computed using the Simpson’s285

integration rule. During the velocity field integration, we consider the bounce-back boundary286

condition, which implies the zero-velocity boundary mid-link. We calculate the relative error287

with respect to an approximate limiting solution 𝐾∞, obtained by fitting 𝐾∞ + 𝑏 (Δ𝑥)𝑐 to the288

effective permeability for the three highest resolution data points.289

Firstly, we consider numerical convergence of both collision schemes in various combinations of290

flow forcing and obstacles shape. In fig. 3 those results are presented. All three two-dimensional291

periodic cases (flow forced by gravity): MRT and Cumulant, both with circular obstacles, and292

MRT with square obstacles (denoted R) have similar convergence rate. However, the Cumulant293

scheme (crosses) converges at slightly lower rate. In the case of nonperiodic setups (driven by294

pressure difference ) convergence rate of MRT and Cumulant scheme behaves similarly, but with295

higher absolute value of the error for all collision methods. The only clearly different curve296

(straight triangles) belong to 3D simulations with convergence rate approximately twice higher297

than in 2D cases. Relative error is calculated with respect to approximate infinite resolution298

result, extrapolated from obtained data. The 3D case have relatively low highest resolution299

(1024 nodes per 𝐿, instead of 4096 used in 2D cases), which might influence the estimation of300

the error.301

The effects related to the accuracy of the geometry representation can be elucidated by com-302

paring the results for cylindrical and rectangular obstacles, which are also presented in fig. 3.303

Data presented indicate that obstacle shape does not have significant influence on the conver-304

gence, but it seems that absolute value of the error is bigger in the rectangular case.305

Figure 3: Convergence of the permeability 𝐾 to extrapolated infinite resolution permeability 𝐾∞. Nonperiodic
cases refers to setups with symmetry BC combine with pressure BC’s used to drive the flow. Periodic cases refers
to ones, where mass force was used instead. MRT/C denotes Multiple Relaxation Time and Cumulant LBM
collision terms respectively. Letter “R” denotes single case, where rectangular obstacles where used, instead of
circular ones.

Second aspect of the LBM method that we would like to illustrate here is the influence of306

the numerical roundoff error during density calculations. One could notice that in the low 𝑅𝑒307

LBM simulations, density will be most likely equal to 𝜌 = 1 + 𝜖 which is unfortunate from the308
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numerical point of view (𝜖 could be smaller than 10−10). This source of a round-off error could309

be reduced, if specialized implementation is used. For example, the introduction of ̃𝑓𝑖 = 𝑓𝑖 − 𝑤𝑖,310

where 𝜌 = 1 + ∑ ̃𝑓𝑖 [15] significantly reduces those effects. In this study however, the generic311

LBM code was chosen. Authors expected that influence of the round-off error will be greatly312

amplified in the case, where the background pressure gradient is introduced using inlet-outlet313

boundary conditions instead of the gravitational field. Therefore convergence of this worst case314

are presented in the fig. 3, along with gravitationally driven one. It could be noted that although315

convergence rate remains on similar level, absolute value of the error is much larger for pressure316

driven case.317

Another parameter that illustrate the compressible character of the LBM method is the318

standard deviation of the permeability along the flow direction. In the perfectly incompressible319

regime, it should be zero. Relation between grid resolution and standard deviation of the solution320

is illustrated in fig. 4, where the standard deviation versus grid resolution was presented for both321

the gravity and the pressure-jump driven cases. The convergence rate of the standard deviation322

is similar between cases. For the given value of the grid resolution periodic cases have 2-3323

times smaller standard deviation than the pressure driven once. This is because in periodic and324

gravitationally forced cases the pressure (and therefore density) oscillates around zero, while325

in the nonperiodic scenario there is linear component in pressure distribution (and therefore in326

density) which impacts mass conservation. The 3D simulations follow those trends, with standard327

deviation lying between 2D periodic and non periodic ones. Interestingly, the lowest standard328

deviation was observed for the case with rectangular obstacles. This is most likely related to the329

lower area fraction of rectangular obstacles, which leads to lower pressure changes amplitude. It330

was also found that while an additional error is introduced, it still remain with good agreement331

with the results obtained by the FEM based solver (see table 1). Additionaly, 3D simulation has332

a sudden change in convergence ratio (fig. 4); this could be attributed to insufficient resolution333

in perpendicular direction 𝑧. In lower resolution cases there where only few nodes per channel334

height, which might have been insufficient to properly fully represent the 3D flow field, especially335

near obstacles.336

In conclusion, there is barely no difference in convergence rate of MRT and Cumulant schemes337

in considered scenarios, both in term of standard deviation and relative error. This was somehow338

predictable: main difference should lie in the stability for the high Reynolds number and in terms339

of an order 𝒪(Ma3). Most of the presented differences results from the round-off error in collision340

term implementation, which differ significantly between MRT and Cumulant. Additionally, the341

convergence and permeability deviation studies indicate that 3D LBM did not reached grid342

independence fully, the FEM solution would be used as primary in comparisons between 2.5 and343

3 dimensional models.344
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Figure 4: Standard deviation of local permeability (measured in single 𝑦𝑧 crossection) along the domain in 𝑥
direction. Nonperiodic cases refers to setups with symmetry BC combine with pressure BC’s used to drive he
flow. Periodic cases refers to ones, where mass force was used instead. MRT/C denotes Multiple Relaxation Time
and Cumulant LBM collision terms. Letter “R” denotes single case, where rectangular obstacles where used,
instead of circular ones.

1.3.2. MILAMIN345

In our FEM simulations, the effective permeability is computed using either line (2D) or346

surface (3D) integrals of the normal component of the velocity vector. To avoid unnecessary347

inaccuracies, the integrals are evaluated exactly, using a quadrature rule compliant with the348

interpolation order of the FEM velocity space. For example, the effective permeability in 3D349

is evaluated on rectangular 𝑦𝑧 sections. Each sections is firstly subdivided into a union of non-350

overlapping triangular and quadrilateral patches formed by intercepting the section plane with351

the tetrahedral mesh elements. The quadrilateral patches are further subdivided into triangles.352

During numerical integration, the velocity is interpolated and sampled in each triangle in a set353

of points, which are determined according to a suitable exact integration rule for polynomial354

functions in triangular domains.355

Firstly, we study the numerical performance of the 2D and 3D FEM Stokes solvers for periodic356

and nonperiodic boundary conditions respectively. Fig. 5 (left) presents the convergence of the357

effective permeability to the extrapolated value of 𝐾∞ (obtained by fitting power law in a form358

of 𝐾∞ +𝑏 (Δ𝑥)𝑐) as a function of the discretization length Δ𝑥/𝑅 for circular (in 2D and 3D) and359

square shaped inclusions (in 2D). In the case of circular inclusions, the convergence is quadratic360

(𝑐 ≈ 2), and a normalized error of 10−3 is attained at Δ𝑥/𝑅 = 0.05. We note that during our361

convergence tests the net area of the circular inclusions increases with increasing the number362

of grid points along their rims. For square-shaped inclusions, attaining the same level of error363

requires Δ𝑥/𝑅 = 0.01 and a deteriorated, linear convergence (𝑐 ≈ 1) is observed, which may be364

related to a poor solution convergence around the sharp inclusion corners.365
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Figure 5: A normalized difference between the mean effective permeability and the extrapolated value 𝐾∞ (left)
and a normalized standard deviation of the effective permeability sampled on 100 cross-sections (right) as a
function of mesh discretization. 2D FEM simulations for a periodic domain with 100 circular or square inclusions.
Hereby rectangular markers refer to rectangular (R) inclusions.

Fig. 5 (right) shows the standard deviations of 𝐾 calculated in 100 successive sections along366

𝑥-direction and normalized by its average value. The results are presented as a function of367

discretization length Δ𝑥/𝑅. The normalized standard deviation of 𝐾 on sections is below 5⋅10−3
368

for all cases except one and the standard deviation decay rate is similar for all three curves and369

it is slightly higher than 2.370

1.3.3. Computational requirements371

It should be noted here, that this work was not intended to discuss implementation nor hard-372

ware issues connected to the LBM and FEM implementations used. For the sake of completeness,373

hereby we present some details of the performance achieved, but interested reader is directed to374

performance-dedicated papers.375

All of the presented LBM simulations were carried out using CUDA compatible hardware.376

The biggest 3D LBM simulation had 44 ⋅ 106 lattice points, and 27-neigbours lattice nodes were377

used which required 21.4GB of memory. The average iteration speed was 650 ⋅ 106 lattice points378

updates per second on two nVidia Tesla K40d accelerators on single cluster node. There were no379

convergence criteria implemented, and simulations were stopped after predefined number of time380

steps. It took 7.6ℎ to complete ∼ 400𝑘 time steps of the mentioned 3D simulation. For 2D/2.5D381

cases, iteration speed was up to 107 lattice points updates per second for large enough cases.382

Largest meshes in 2D/2.5D had ∼ 17 ⋅ 106 lattice points and 2.7Gb of memory was used. On a383

single K40d it took less then 2 hours to evaluate ∼ 400𝑘 time steps. There was no noticeable384

difference between 2D and 2.5D cases, because same code was used in both cases.385

In the 3D FEM simulations the largest had 16 ⋅ 106 nodes (around 48 ⋅ 106 velocity degrees386

of freedom) and such problem occupied around 128GB of RAM. We had used dual socket server387

with Intel CPU E5-2650 v2 processors and 128GB of DDR3 RAM (1866MHz). To resolve 3D388

velocity field, it took around 4ℎ to solve single case. Single 2/2.5D FEM case with 106 nodes389

occupies around 2GB of memory and takes around 20 seconds to solve.390
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2. The 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman model391

2.1. The Stokes-Brinkman approach for fracture flow392

The Stokes-Brinkman, or the Brinkman, model is traditionally used for combing fracture393

(Stokes) and porous (Darcy) flow in dual porosity media [95, 96, 97, 98, 99]. In our case, the394

Stokes-Brinkman model arises by integrating the flow equations in the direction perpendicular395

to the main fracture plane. Such approach is present from over a century, especially in context of396

analytical studies single obstacle (i.e. [100]), or more recent in numerical analyses (i.e. [73, 64]).397

Averaged equations would play the role of an upscaled 2.5D model of fracture flow.398

We assume that fluid motion is governed by Stokes equation:399

{
𝜇 ∑𝑘

𝜕2

𝜕𝑥2
𝑘
𝑢𝑖 − 𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝑝 = 𝐹𝑖

∑𝑖
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝑢𝑖 = 0

where 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑝 denote the velocity components and pressure, respectively. The driving mass force400

is denoted by 𝐹𝑖. Assuming that velocity components are parabolic in 𝑧 direction (perpendicular401

to the fracture plane) Stokes equations could be integrated in 𝑧 direction to obtain a reduced402

model:403

{
𝜇 [( 𝜕2

𝜕2𝑥 + 𝜕2

𝜕2𝑦 ) ⟨𝑢𝑥⟩] − 12𝜇
ℎ2 ⟨𝑢𝑥⟩ − 𝜕

𝜕𝑥 ⟨𝑝⟩ = ⟨𝐹𝑥⟩
𝜇 [( 𝜕2

𝜕2𝑥 + 𝜕2

𝜕2𝑦 ) ⟨𝑢𝑦⟩] − 12𝜇
ℎ2 ⟨𝑢𝑦⟩ − 𝜕

𝜕𝑦 ⟨𝑝⟩ = ⟨𝐹𝑦⟩
(7)

where constant gap height is denoted by ℎ, and 𝑢𝑧 was dropped. Symbol ⟨ ⟩ denotes depth-404

averaged values (ℎ ⟨•⟩ = ∫ℎ
0

• 𝑑𝑧). After integrating along 𝑧, the continuity equation is405

𝜕
𝜕𝑥

⟨𝑢𝑥⟩ + 𝜕
𝜕𝑦

⟨𝑢𝑦⟩ + 𝑢𝑧|ℎ0 = 0

where the last term could be dropped. This finally leads to a 2D system406

{𝜇∇2 ⟨u⟩ = ⟨F⟩ − 12𝜇
ℎ2 ⟨u⟩ − ∇ ⟨𝑝⟩

∇ ⋅ ⟨u⟩ = 0

where ⟨u⟩ = [⟨𝑢𝑥⟩ , ⟨𝑢𝑦⟩]. In this study we use 12𝜇
ℎ2 ⟨u⟩ as the Brinkman (mass force) term in407

momentum equation to model finite gap height and to obtain 2.5D approximation of 3D solution.408

It should be noted that despite the fact that 𝑧 velocity component have has a zero-average, it409

could influence permeability of the medium.410

2.2. Implementation of the Stokes-Brinkman 2.5D model411

In case of the LBM solution, where EDM force term was used, physical fluid velocity is412

obtained with413

𝜌u = ∑ e𝑗𝑓𝑗 − F
Δ𝑡
2

(8)

On the other hand, in 2.5D Brinkman model, flow resistance due to finite aperture is represented414

by force term proportional to velocity415

F𝐵 = 12𝜇
𝑏2 u (9)

where 𝑏 is the local aperture. Combining (9) and (8) we obtain416

𝜌u = ∑ e𝑗𝑓𝑗 − 𝐾𝜌u
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where417

𝐾 = Δ𝑡
2

12𝜈
𝑏2

therefore fluid velocity is equal to418

u =
∑ e𝑗𝑓𝑗

𝜌 (1 + 𝐾)
It should be noted that as collision does not change momentum, so the force during collision419

could be evaluated as420

F = G + 𝐾
∑ e𝑗𝑓𝑗

𝜌 (1 + 𝐾)
where G is the gravitational acceleration term. Those results are generic enough to be directly421

implemented in the Cumulant collision operator.422

Similarly, in the FEM solution, the drag force term arising in the 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman423

model can be incorporated into the code by adding a mass matrix term to the velocity stiffness424

matrix A (see Section 1.2.2).425

2.3. Validation of the Stokes-Brinkman LBM and FEM implementations against an analytical426

solution of Spielman and Goren (1968)427

Spielman and Goren [101] first derived an analytical solution to the Stokes-Brinkman equation428

for the flow around an isolated circular cylinder in terms of the modified Bessel functions. A429

similar analytical solution was further used in other works [99, 102, 103].430

In our validation tests, we choose a fracture aperture equal to 0.566 of the inclusion radius431

(𝐻/𝑅 = 0.5666, same as in a multi-obstacle problem chosen in the later analysis, where area432

fraction was equal to 0.45) and set the permeability term in the Stokes-Brinkman equation433

accordingly. We use both TCLB and MILAMIN Stokes-Brinkman implementations to obtain434

numerical solutions for validation purposes. The ratio between the obstacle radius and numerical435

domain length was chosen as 𝐿/𝑅 = 20. Single FEM run was also performed for 𝐿/𝑅 = 2 ⋅ 105.436

FEM simulations used a nonuniform mesh significantly strongly refined near the obstacle. The437

tests were run using periodic boundary conditions and gravitational forcing.438

Both methods were tested for convergence based on the effective permeability 𝐾∞ (fig. 6).439

LBM results converge with a rate of 1.1 and the effective permeability measured in FEM sim-440

ulation exhibits a quadratic convergence. Velocity profiles were also evaluated and validated441

along three cross sections (fig 6): 𝑥 velocity component profile is presented along 𝑥 axis (from442

domain edge to stagnation point at the obstacle) and along 𝑦 axis (from domain edge to the443

obstacle edge). The 𝑦 component of the velocity vector was plot on an off-central line parallel444

to the 𝑥 axis. In the case of 𝐿/𝑅 = 20 a slight departure from the reference analytical solu-445

tion is observed, especially near the domain boundary. The effect is due to the influence of the446

finite domain size, which is not visible, if FEM solution for 𝐿/𝑅 = 2 ⋅ 105 is considered. This447

indicates, that departure of the velocity field in the high resolution LBM solution presented in448

fig. 6 is related to finite domain size rather than to insufficient geometrical representation of449

the obstacle geometry. Unfortunately, much bigger domain is impractical for LBM simulations450

without grid resolution variable in space. There is no evident difference between LBM and FEM451

results for 𝐿/𝑅 = 20, so we expect that LBM results also converge to the analytical solution for452

a sufficiently large domain. It should be also noted, that relative permeability error is far below453

1% (see fig. 6) for low resolution LBM and FEM simulations. The high resolution simulations454

yielded ∼ 10−4 accuracy for LBM and ∼ 10−7 in FEM.455
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Figure 6: Convergence of the single obstacle permeability to infinite resolution solution 𝐾∞(upper-left) and
velocity profile around the obstacle compared with the analytical solution for an infinite domain (“Reference”, by
Spielman and Goren [101]) in three cross-sections. Coordinate system origin is placed at the obstacle center. The
𝑦 component of the velocity vector was plot on an off-central line parallel to the 𝑥 axis for 𝑥/𝐿 = 2/3 (top-right).
The 𝑥 velocity component profile is presented along 𝑥 axis (from domain edge to stagnation point at the obstacle)
and along 𝑦 axis (from domain edge to the obstacle edge), bottom left and right figures respectively. Circular
markers denotes truncated domain with 𝐿/𝑅 = 20, while stars were used to present large domain FEM solution.

2.4. Evaluation of the 2.5D model vs. full 3D solution456

We test the convergence and accuracy of the 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman model using both the457

LBM and FEM based implementations for systems with multiple obstacles. High-resolution458

3D simulations were run to obtain the reference solution to the original Stokes problem. The459

fracture aperture is set to 𝐻/𝑅 = 0.5666 (area fraction was equal to 0.45), free slip boundary460

conditions are imposed at the 𝑦 walls, and the flow is driven by a pressure difference applied in461
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the x direction.462

The numerical convergence of the effective permeability towards the extrapolated value ob-463

tained in the case of 2.5D LBM simulations 𝐾∞ (fig. 7) is slower than in the case of 3D464

simulations. A similar effect was observed in 2D simulations. The relative difference between465

the 2.5D and 3D permeability obtained using the LBM solver was around 10% (see summary in466

table 2), with 𝐾∞ = 2.23 ⋅ 10−3 for the 3D LBM case. FEM based 2.5D and 3D models converge467

with same rate. The relative difference between the extrapolated fracture permeabilities 𝐾∞ in468

2.5D and 3D FEM solutions is less than 8%, with 𝐾∞ = 2.31⋅10−3 in the case of 3D simulations.469

In fig. 8 the standard deviation of permeability measured for various 𝑥 sections along the470

domain is presented for both FEM and LBM solutions. In both LBM and FEM simulations,471

permeability obtained in 2.5D simulation exhibit a standard deviation similar to the results472

obtained in 3D simulations. The only exception is the lowest resolution 3D LBM case. Finally,473

table 2 summarized the obtained data for all analyzed cases and methods.474

Figure 7: Convergence of the 2.5D and 3D permeability to extrapolated one. The highest resolution solution of the
3D LBM used ∼ 23⋅106 points, while 3D FEM mesh consist of ∼ 16⋅106 points and ∼ 3.3 ⋅106 elements. Sudden
drop in LBM 2.5D solutions (left figure) for low resolution simulations is a result of insufficient discretisation
which lead to larger error. In this case those data points give seemingly better accuracy in term of permeability,
but mesh independence study reveal that at least 50 nodes per radius are necessary to recover proper solution.
On the other hand, 3D case seems to give higher convergence rate and smaller relative error in 3D case, but again
the result might be influence by relatively low resolution of 3D LBM case.
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Figure 8: Convergence of the standard deviation of permeability along 𝑥 axis. Presented convergence character
is almost identical to pure 2D solution in LBM, and fallows 3D in FEM case.

Name # of. incl. frac. 𝐻/𝑅 pe
r. forcing 𝐿/𝑅 𝐾∞/𝑅2 ⋅ 103

Periodic domain, 2.5D model

4 2.5D, G, C, periodic, n100 100 0.45 1.058 Y 𝐺 26.46 10.028
2.5D, G, FEM, periodic, n100 10.017

Non-periodic domain, 2.5D and 3D model

5
25D, MRT, nonperiodic, n128

128 0.5 0.567 N Δ𝑃 28.33

2.42
25D, C, nonperiodic, n128 2.496

25D, FEM, nonperiodic, n128 2.483

6 3D, C, nonperiodic, n128 2.15
3D, FEM, nonperiodic, n128 2.31

Table 2: Solutions summary of the accuracy tests of the 2.5D model. “C” refers to solutions obtained using
Cumulant LBM variant, “MRT” denotes Multiple Relaxation Time variant of LBM, see 1.2.1. “FEM” refers to
solution obtained using finite element approach. “G” are cases driven by gravity acceleration.

Figures 10 and 9 illustrate the local differences between 2.5D and fully resolved 3D solution,475

for both FEM and LBM based solvers. In fig. 9 details of of 𝑧 depth-averaged 𝑥 component476

of the velocity is presented along 𝑦 crossection of the 2D domain (through the midpoint of477

the domain). Higher discrepancies are present at domain boundaries in the 𝑦 direction. The478

discrepancy is higher between 3D and 2.5D models than between the two solution methods479

(FEM vs LBM). This indicates that the difference is related to the 2.5D approximation rather480

than the numerical accuracy. The derived Stokes-Brinkman model builds on an assumption that481

the velocity components are parabolic in 𝑧. We introduce 𝑢2𝐷
𝑖 as a scalar product of the velocity482

components obtained from 3D simulations and a parabola483

𝑢2𝐷
𝑖 = 1

𝑏
∫

𝑏

0
𝑢3𝐷

𝑖 𝑓(𝑧)𝑑𝑧
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where 𝑢3𝐷
𝑖 are the velocity components of 3D flow field. The function 𝑓(𝑧) is a defined as484

𝑓(𝑧) = 𝑎𝑧2 + 𝑏𝑧 + 𝑐, with 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 such that485

∫
𝑏

0
[𝑓(𝑧)]2 𝑑𝑧 = 1

The difference between 𝑢2𝐷
𝑖 and 𝑧-averages 3D solution measures the non-parabolic part of the486

3D flow field. Departure from parabolic profile measured with such criterion is illustrated in fig.487

10, where histogram of the difference for high-resolution 3D case is presented. The non-parabolic488

component does not vanish with increasing numerical resolution. This is an expected result, if489

we consider an analytical solution for a single cylindrical obstacle, which shows a non-zero 𝑧490

component of the velocity in the vicinity of the obstacle and a non-strictly parabolic velocity491

field [104]. The second leading order of pressure field is strictly connected to antisymmetric492

part of 𝑧 component of the velocity field. This part of the solution is dropped in the Brinkman493

approximation, leading to the second-order discrepancy between the two. The gradient of this494

higher order component of the pressure field directly influences the parabolic component of the495

solution, therefore it is also the main reason why 3D and 2.5D solutions do not converge to the496

same 𝐾∞. Interestingly, LBM solution show pike in low-velocity-error part of the 𝑥 velocity497

histogram (fig. 10), which is not present in FEM solution. Closer observation reveals, that498

similar, but smaller, disturbance exists in 𝑦 profile. The FEM solution does not have such499

feature, nor for the 𝑦 nor 𝑥 velocity error. This might indicate some additional futures of the500

3D LBM velocity field, that are not present in FEM solution. One of such element could be501

the present of non-linear part of the momentum equation. It should be recalled here, that LBM502

solve Navier-Stokes equation, while FEM was a Stokes equation solver. Despite small/vanishing503

Reynolds number studies presented here, those additional terms may lead to different character504

of the projection onto parabolic velocity field.505

Figure 9: 𝑉𝑥 profiles along line y (for x=0 and z=0 for 3D case) for 128 proppant grains and nonperiodic boundary
conditions. 𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹 is the velocity in an empty domain (without proppants). Due to the very small difference
between the profile lines, the interested reader is referred to the online version of this work.. The differences are
highlighted on the right-hand side zooms (2.5D FEM Stokes-Brinkmann - blue, 2.5D LBM Stokes-Brinkmann -
red, 3D FEM - green, 3D LBM - orange).
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Figure 10: Histogram of the relative difference between averaged fully 3D velocity field and parabolic in 𝑧 profile
assumed in Brinkman approximation. Upper figure presents 𝑥 component, lower one presents 𝑦 component. Both
LBM and FEM data were taken from highest available resolution. On both figures FEM and LBM lines almost
overlap. In the upper picture distinguish peak belong to LBM line. It is present (but vanishing) for all resolutions
available, but with reduced amplitude and for lower relative difference value.

3. Conclusions506

We have studied numerical performance and accuracy of MRT and Cumulant LBM schemes507

for Stokes and Stokes-Brinkman fracture flow models. FEM models and an analytical solution to508

the Stokes-Brinkman flow around an isolated cylinder have been used to provide an independent509

validation. The differences between the computed fracture permeabilities are below 1% in the510

case of 2d fracture models with multiple obstacles. The observed discrepancy can be partly511

related to numerical compressibility and inaccurate representation of circular obstacles inherent512

to LBM models on structured computational meshes. The mismatch is less pronounced (below513

0.3%) in the case of rectangular obstacles and gravity loading. The relative difference between514

the LBM and FEM results using the 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman model is below 1%. An almost515

perfect agreement has been observed between the numerical solutions and the analytical solution516

for the Stokes-Brinkman flow around an isolated, circular obstacles (some discrepancies have517

been introduced due to finite sized domain). The difference between the FEM-based 3D and518

the corresponding 2.5D results is around 6%, and around 10% in the case of LBM simulations.519

Although, the in-plane resolution used in the 2D studies have not been achieved in the 3D case,520
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we related the observed discrepancies to the approximate nature of the 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman521

model. In conclusion:522

• Both FEM and LBM are able to properly resolve two- and three-dimensional Stokes models523

with a similar level of accuracy. It is possible to introduce a Brinkman term into the two524

methods and obtain a similar level of accuracy. Both the LBM and FEM-based Stokes-525

Brinkman models are capable of accurately reproducing the analytical solution available526

for an isolated single obstacle.527

• High resolution (Δ𝑥/𝑅 = 100) meshes might me necessary to reduce the effective perme-528

ability error below 1% in LBM simulations. A higher accuracy could be achieved with a529

dedicated, incompressible LBM scheme together with a higher order BCs method. On the530

other hand, the FEM solution shows a slower convergence for rectangular obstacles, which531

could be attributed to a poor convergence around the sharp inclusion corners.532

• We estimate the error introduced by the 2.5D approximation at around at least 6%.533

• The velocity perturbations that are introduced around the obstacles are not fully captured534

by the parabolic velocity profile inherent to the 2.5D Stokes-Brinkman model. It could535

be beneficial to develop and test higher order 2.5D approximations to single-phase flow in536

fractures with obstacles.537
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